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Mary Pirrello Joins Sandler Law Group As Client Relations Manager 

 
 
DALLAS - Residential mortgage closing, mortgage-tech, and related compliance service provider 
Sandler Law Group announces the addition of mortgage industry expert Mary Pirrello, former 
Vice President and Participation Manager of Northpointe Bank, to its team. In her new role as 
Client Relations Manager, Mary will be responsible for business development and client success 
on behalf of Sandler Law Group as well as fair lending analysis and reporting solution, RiskExec, 
and other mortgage tools available through the Asurity Technologies ecosystem.   
 
During her more than 20 years in the mortgage industry, Mary has built long-term relationships 
with local and national mortgage bankers and helped lenders gain warehouse lines. 
 
“Mary brings to Sandler Law Group her incredible industry depth, an understanding that strong 
partnerships ensure maximum efficiency, and a belief that the most important product on the 
market is customer service,” says Vicki Murphy-Gee, Executive Director, Sandler Law Group. 
 
Mary has previously served at NexBank, Southwest Securities, Inc., and as President of the Texas 
Mortgage Bankers Association (TMBA).  
 
“I chose Sandler Law Group because of its outstanding reputation here in Texas,” says Mary 
Pirrello. “I was drawn to its corporate culture, long term tenure of the majority of employees, 
and the strength of having their prestigious new owner Andy Sandler at the helm." 
 
Mary continues to be an influential leader in the finance community, serving as a mentor to 
rising mortgage bankers and expanding TMBA’s educational resources to young finance 
professionals. Since 2011 she’s maintained a board member position at TMBA and is involved in 
several local associations. Mary will be based in Sandler Law Group’s Dallas, Texas office. 
 



Sandler Law Group provides a holistic residential mortgage loan process to mortgage companies 
including compliance management strategies, regulatory expertise, and document preparation 
technology. To learn more about Sandler Law Group, visit sandlerllc.com. 
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